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Executive Summary of Media Analysis
Headline, the national media monitoring programme for mental health and suicide,
conducts daily analysis of the quality of national print and regional coverage of these
important issues based on the extent to which a piece adheres to the media guidelines.
Below is a summary of the analysis conducted in 2011.
Volume: 2011 saw the overall volume of media items related to suicide and mental health
increase considerably. Headline monitored 20,600 articles in 2011. This represents a
10.13% increase on last year’s figure of 18,706.
Quality: Headline observed an growing trend towards responsible, sensitive and positive
reporting of suicide and mental health issues based on analysis of 2011’s relevant media
coverage. Assessed against the media guidelines for the portrayal of mental health and
suicide, 92.11% of all articles from Irish titles in 2011 were neutral in quality, 2.24% were
negative and 5.65% were positive in quality. Unprecedentedly, for 9 months in 2011, a trend
towards positive coverage over those of negative quality was observed.
2011’s 1,164 positive articles represent an increase of 47.09% compared to 2010 when
positive articles numbered 787.
The rate of negative articles decreased by 24.38%, going from 611 in 2010 to 468 in
2011.
News articles tend to report on mental health issues much more negatively than in
feature writing.
Daily national tabloids were the source of more than half of the year’s negative
coverage.
Similarly, local and regional titles produce more than half of the year’s positive
content related to mental health and suicide.
National Print Titles: Of the national titles, the Irish Examiner produced the largest share
of mental health coverage that was positive in quality. The Irish Sun was the most frequent
source of negative content related to mental health and suicide.
Regional Titles: Ireland’s local and regional titles were highest in terms of the volume and
positive content. The Munster region produced the highest number of articles related to
mental health and suicide and also the highest rate of positive as well as negative content.
Reporting of Suicide: In 2011, 74.83% of all articles reporting on suicide were neutral in
quality. Interestingly, there was almost an equal share of articles that reported on suicide in
a negative or positive way. News reporting from daily national tabloids accounted for the
largest share of negative coverage of suicide.
Predominant Themes: Articles with crime and violence as a theme accounted for the
highest volume of negative content in 2011. Often media stories about crime and violence
inappropriately and inaccurately link to mental health problems. This can be both
stigmatising and misleading. More topical issues such as celebrity, sport, entertainment and
lifestyle gave rise to a large proportion of negative coverage in 2011.
Predominant Issues: The most common issues in media reporting that Headline
responded to in 2011 were explicit descriptions of suicide methods, stigmatising content or
information that could be potentially triggering to people experiencing eating disorders.
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Introductory note
In 2011, Headline continued to
engage
media
professionals,
students and consumers alike on
responsible
and
sensitive
reporting of suicide and mental
health issues.

Jane Arigho
Media Project Coordinator

Throughout 2011, Headline delivered training to media students in third level
colleges across the country and also coordinated the Headline ‘Smedia’ Award for
students of media. The high standard of submissions this year suggests that the next
generation of journalists will play a key role in spearheading a culture of positive and
responsible coverage of suicide and mental health problems in Irish media.
The launch of Headline’s social media platforms has allowed the programme to
engage the online community on these important issues as well as giving our media
alerts, news highlights and complaints services new reach. The Headline team are
always available to assist you if you come across something in media, be it negative
or positive that you feel warrants reaction.
2011 saw the overall volume of media items related to suicide and mental health
increase considerably, reflecting not only the vibrancy and activity of groups working
in Irish mental health space but also the invaluable efforts of committed publications
and journalists and broadcasters working to promote awareness of mental health
issues. In 2011, Headline created the inaugural Regional Newspaper of the Year
Award to recognise such dedication and encourage the vital role play by local media
in promoting mental health in the communities they serve.
From Headline’s daily monitoring and analysis of all print coverage of suicide and
mental health issues, it can be reported that content from national print outlets was
deemed more positive than negative for 9 of the 12 months that made up 2011.
However, news reporting of suicide as well as articles related to crime and violence
still give rise negative coverage.
It is Headline’s aim to work cooperatively with media to encourage accurate and
responsible reporting of these important issues. The Headline team is always happy
to provide advice, feedback and training to media professionals and students.
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About Headline
Mission Statement
Headline is Ireland's national media monitoring programme, working to
promote responsible and accurate coverage of mental health and suicide
related issues within the Irish media.
The vision of Headline is that all forms of the Irish media responsibly and
accurately cover and portray mental health and suicide, that those affected by
suicide, deliberate self-harm, mental health problems or mental illness are not
adversely affected by media coverage, and that the mental health and mental
well-being of the population is prioritised by the media in its work.

Background
Headline has been set up by the Health
Service Executive's National Office for
Suicide Prevention as part of “Reach Out”
the National Strategy for Action on
Suicide Prevention, and is managed by
Shine – Supporting People Affected by
Mental Ill Health.

Steering Group
Headline is advised by a Steering Group made up of representatives
from the following organisations:,
Aware,
Bodywhys
GROW in Ireland,
HSE’s press office,
Irish Advocacy Network,
Mental Health Ireland
National Office for Suicide Prevention,
Samaritans,
Shine
Barry Finnegan, Lecturer at Griffith College Dublin,
Andrea Gilligan, Broadcaster
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Media Monitoring
Headline monitored regional and national Irish print media for all coverage of
mental health and suicide in 2011.
Headline monitored 20,600 articles in 2011, representing a 10.13% increase
on last year’s figure of 18,706.
2011’s 1,164 positive articles represent an increase of 47.09% compared to
2010 when positive articles numbered 787.
The rate of negative articles decreased by 24.38%, going from 611 in 2010 to
468 in 2011.
Positive,
1164,
5.65%

Article Quality in 2011

Negative ,
462, 2.24%

In 2011, 92.11% of all articles from all Irish
titles were neutral in quality.
The source type of the 2.24% of articles that
were negative and 5.65% that were positive
is set out below.

Neutral,
18974,
92.11%

Article Quality by Source type

-Negative articles by source type
Daily National Tabloid
Daily National Broadsheet

13.85%

Sunday National Tabloid

11.69%

Local/Regional

11.04%

Sunday National Broadsheet

55.19%

6.71%

Magazine

1.08%

Religious

0.43%

-Positive articles by source type
Local/Regional

51.63%

Daily National Broadsheet

17.96%

Daily National Tabloid
Sunday National Broadsheet

17.78%

Magazine

2.92%
2.92%

Sunday National Tabloid

2.32%

Trade Magazine

2.15%

Medical

1.46%

Religious

0.86%
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National Print Coverage
Positive ,
477, 3.88%

Articles of positive quality accounted
for 3.88% of all mentions of suicide
and mental health issues in national
print media.
However, 3.28% of the articles
analysed in 2011 were deemed
to be negative in quality.

Negative ,
404, 3.28%

Neutral,
11422,
92.84%

Article quality
by source

109
76
54
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104
3

38

9

23
12

14 14 14 1015
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6
1

20

34

46
35
24

56
55 60
47 43
40

27

Article quality
by month
6.49%
3.29%

3.25%

2.39%

3.34% 3.20%

5.53%
5.20% 5.25%
4.93%

4.95%

3.82%

4.81%
2.45%

4.96%

4.00%
2.93% 2.55%

1.22%
0.92%

3.61%

2.45%

1.27%
1.37%

Jan-11 Feb-11 Mar-11 Apr-11 May-11 Jun-11 Jul-11 Aug-11 Sep-11 Oct-11 Nov-11 Dec-11
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Analysis of national print media continued…
Article quality
by theme 134
112

73

1

2

33
30
21
15
17 18
9 9 10 106 10 8
6
5
5
5
5
4
23 3
1
1
1 1

43 45

80 84

51
17
1

Articles with a theme of crime and violence were most frequently reported
on in a negative way in 2011.
The themes of mental illness, mental health and suicide prevention were most
frequently reported on in a positive way.
More topical issues such as celebrity, sport, entertainment and lifestyle gave
rise to a large proportion of negative coverage in 2011.
Interestingly, articles with suicide as the predominant theme were almost
equal in terms of quality.
256

Article quality
by item type
News articles were the most common type of negative article.
Feature-writing tended to be most positive in quality.

5
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53
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Local and Regional Newspaper Coverage
In 2011, 90.58% of all articles
from regional titles were
neutral in quality.

Negative, 51,
0.74%

Positive ,
601, 8.68%

The source of the .74% of articles that
were negative and the 8.68% that
were positive is set out by region
below.

Neutral,
6268,
90.58%

Article quality by region and source
18

Dublin
9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 2

3 3

4 4 4 4 4

6

10 10

11 11

7
1

1

3

13 13

Leinster

11 1

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

1

4

4
3

5

6

6

8

7

2

9

8

1

10

2

1

11

1 1
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The Avondhu
Tipp Tatler
Tralee Outlook
Waterford Today
Ballincollig Today
Corkman
Kerryman
Limerick Leader
Limerick Post
Premier People
South Link Post
The Opinion
Tralee Advertiser
Limerick Chronicle
West Cork People
Killarney Advertiser
Mallow Star
Kerrys Eye
South Tipp Today
Weekly Observer
Douglas Post
Dungarvan Leader
East Cork Journal
Tipperary Star
Carrigdhoun
Nationalist / Munster…
Cork News
Dungarvan Observer
Avondhu
Cork Independent
Evening Echo
2011

Article quality by region and source continued…
Munster
51

28

10 12 12
6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8
5
5
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 12 2 2 2 2 3 1 3
1 1 1
1
19

Ulster
8

1
1

2
1

3
2

4
3
3

Connaught

5

5

5

1

1

10

17

8
10

4
6
1
1

17
19

12

7

2
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How was suicide reported on in 2011?
Positive , 133,
14.68%

In 2011, 74.83% of all articles
reporting on suicide were
neutral in quality.

Negative , 95,
10.49%

The source and item type of the
10.49% of articles that were
negative and the 14.68% that were
positive is set out by below.
Neutral, 678,
74.83%

56
46

Coverage of suicide by source type
36

32

19
6 5

4

3

11

6 4

86

Coverage of suicide by item type
50
36

5

5

6

1

6

11

14
3

5
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Spotlight on Crime and Violence as a Theme
Positive , 5,
0.18%

Articles with crime and violence as a theme
accounted for the highest volume of
negative content in 2011.

Negative ,
158, 5.72%

Neutral,
2597, 94.09%

Often media stories about crime
and violence inappropriately and
inaccurately link to mental health
problems. This can be both
stigmatising and misleading.
The source and item type of this
content is set out below.

96

Links to crime by source type

24

24

12
2

3

2

143

Links to crime by item type
1

2

2

2

2

4 6

1
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2011

In 2011, Headline continued to deliver presentations on mental health and suicide in
the media to journalism, media and communication students in the following
colleges:
Ballyfermot College of Further Education,
Dublin Business School,
Dublin City University,
Dublin Institute of Technology,
Dun Laoghaire College of Further Education,
Griffith College,
Irish Times Training
Mary Immaculate College University Limerick,
NUI Galway,
NUI Maynooth,
Rathmines College of Further Education,
University of Limerick.
The presentations introduced the students to the Irish and international media
guidelines for reporting on mental health and suicide, with examples from Irish
media coverage. Headline hopes that this will assist the students to have a better
understanding of different mental health and suicide related issues and that the
students will be more comfortable and capable of producing positive media coverage
in the future.

Evaluating Our Impact
From our evaluations of the training, it has been found that the students see
the training as a very positive and welcome introduction to their course.
86.3% found the presentations very helpful.
91.2% felt that they had learned something from the presentation.
87.2% felt that they were more knowledgeable about suicide and mental
health media guidelines because of the presentation.
85.7% felt more knowledgeable about types of media reporting that can lead
to copycat behaviour after the seminar.
79.5% felt that they knew where to get more information about reporting on
these issues.
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Media Engagement
Media Coverage
Headline received 19 mentions in the national and regional print media in 2011,
including the Evening Herald, Irish Times, Liffey Champion x2, Bray People x2,
Cork Independent x5.
In 2011, Headline’s comments and correspondence also featured in the Sunday
Independent x2, the Irish Farmers Journal, the Avondhu, the Evening Herald,
Woman’s Way, the Cork News and the Irish Catholic.

Correspondence with Media
Headline responded to 122 pieces in Irish print, broadcast
and online media in 2011. 51.64% of this correspondence was
in response to pieces deemed to be of negative quality.

Negative,
63,
51.64%

Positive ,
59,
48.36%

What did Headline respond to in 2011?
The graph below displays the nature of the content that Headline responded to in
2011:
Contains explicit details of a suicide method
Stigmatising in tone and content
Triggering information (eating disorders)
Sensational reporting of suicide
Contains an explicit image of suicide
Refers to success/failure in suicide
Contains an explicit image of self-harm
Prints copy of suicide note
negative use of term schizophrenic

A personal account of experience with a mental…
Suicide
Depression
Stigma
Eating disorders
Media reporting
Highlights support services
Self harm
Mental health
Mental health problems
Obsessive compulsive disorder
Bipolar disorder
Suicide prevention
0.00%

50.00%

17.24%
10.34%

Responses to
negative content
by issue with
piece

6.90%
5.17%
3.45%
3.45%
1.72%
1.72%

22.03%
13.56%
11.86%

8.47%
6.78%
6.78%
6.78%
5.08%

Responses to
positive content
by issue with
piece

5.08%
5.08%
3.39%
3.39%
1.69%
10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%
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The graph below shows the volume of items Headline responded to by source type;
Daily National Tabloids
Local/regional newspapers
Daily National Broadsheets
Sunday National Tabloids
Sunday National Broadsheets
National Radio
Websites
TV
Online news
Daily National Tabloids
Adverts
Daily National Tabloids
Local/regional newspapers
Daily National Broadsheets
Trade Magazines
Magazines
Sunday National Broadsheets
TV
Religious
Regional Radio
Sunday National Tabloids

38.71%
19.35%
12.90%
9.68%
4.84%
4.84%
3.23%
1.61%
1.61%
1.61%
1.61%

Responses to
negative content
by source type

24.59%
22.95%
16.39%
8.20%
8.20%
6.56%
4.92%
3.28%
3.28%
1.64%

Responses to
positive content
by source type

Media Alerts
Headline’s Media Alerts aims to mobilise the public to demand responsible coverage
of suicide and mental health issues. The Media Alerts service notifies subscribers
about particularly positive or negative media portrayals of mental health issues and
suicide in need of praise or complaint. Subscribers can then choose to contact the
media source to express their opinion on the piece.
At the end of 2011, 977 people were subscribed to the Media Alerts service.
This is an increase of 39% from 2010.
Headline issued eight media alerts in 2011. The table below illustrates the nature and
source of the content responded to;
Date
March
April
May
June

Publication
Irish Sun
Irish Daily Mirror
Irish Independent,
Irish Daily Mirror,
Metro Herald
Irish Sun

July

Metro Herald

August

Irish Daily Mail

Title
Sheen: I need to get help
Targeting the extremists
Bride suicide

Issue with piece
Stigmatising language
Stigmatising content
Suicide photo

Psych ward pillow killing
'was carried out with
expertise'
Coke's the word in video
shocker
Locked up and left alone
with my demons

Stigmatising content
Graphic image of
deliberate self-harm
Stigmatising content
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Media Awards
Smedia Awards 2011

In 2011, Headline continued its sponsorship of the Smedia (Student Media) Awards
category for ‘Journalism Related to Mental Health or Suicide Prevention’ in an effort
to raise awareness among media students of the issues involved when reporting on
mental health and suicide and to recognise the good work being produced.
Carl O’Brien, Chief Reporter with the Irish Times judged the category and the award
was presented by Geoff Day, Director at the National Office for Suicide Prevention in
2011.
Leanne Waters of UCD's University Observer
was selected as winner of the 2011 Headline
Smedia award for journalism relating to
mental health or suicide prevention with her
personal account of experience with an
eating disorder. article entitled "Eating
Disorders." The article appeared in the 1,
March edition of the University Observer
where Leanne served as Features Editor. She
will also share her experience in an
upcoming memoir published by Maverick
House.
Carl O’Brien, Chief Reporter with the Irish
Times who judged the category said that
Leanne’s personal account “was very
powerful and helped demystify many of the
aspects of the illness and gave practical
solutions on how to access support.”

Pictured above: Leanne Waters, winner of
the Headline Smedia Award for 2011 with
Geoff Day, Director of the National Office
for Suicide Prevention.
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Regional Newspaper of the Year Award 2011
Headline selected the Cork Independent as winner of
the Headline Regional Newspaper of the Year Award
2011 for journalism relating to mental health or suicide
prevention.

Headline created the award in recognition of the
vital role played by regional newspapers in
promoting positive mental health in their local
communities.
The Cork Independent’s dedicated and consistently
responsible coverage of suicide and mental health
issues will not only contribute to greater public
understanding, but also encourage those
experiencing difficulties to reach out and seek the
help that they need.”
The Clare Champion was also shortlisted for the
award for informative and positive feature writing
on a wide range of issues related to mental health,
with a strong focus on providing expert advice and
giving voice to people with self-experience of
mental health problems.

Award Criteria
Coverage must adhere to the various media guidelines for reporting on suicide and
mental health issues. In shortlisting local publications, Headline considers the
volume and quality of articles relevant to suicide and mental health issues as well as
the type of coverage afforded to mental health
Positive coverage of suicide and mental health issues in local media should:
Be informative, accurate and encourage public understanding;
Promote positive mental health;
Encourage people who may be experiencing difficulties to seek the help
that they need;
Provide information on sources of support at local and national level;
Prompt discussion of mental health issues;
Challenge the stigma that surrounds mental health problems;
Ensure accuracy by providing expert advice or feature someone with
self-experience of a mental health problem.
[Pictured above: Deirdre O’Shaughnessy, Editor of the Cork Independent and Kahlil
Thompson-Coyle, National Projects Manager with Shine]
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Public Engagement
Headline serves as a vehicle for the public to become involved in helping to
monitor the Irish media on issues relating to mental health and suicide. Headline
encourages and assists the public in speaking out and using their voices to improve
the quality of media coverage of suicide and mental health issues.

News Highlights
Headline compiles a weekly bulletin of interesting stories on mental health and
suicide related issues. This gives the public the ability to see mental health coverage
in approximately 250 publications which would not be otherwise possible. It is also
a valuable tool for the media especially for freelance journalists. If you wish to
have the bulletin emailed to you please forward your email addresses to
info@headline.ie.
Headline currently has 1080 people signed up for the weeklyNews Highlights
bulletin.

Social Media
Headline developed a social media strategy in March 2011. Since this it has proved as
an invaluable platform promote Headlline’s activities and services and engage with
the online community.
Headline’s Facebook profile received 156 likes in its initial nine month period.
Headline’s twitter profile has attracted 198 followers with a high number of
retweets and @mentions.

Website Statistics
In 2011, www.headline.ie had:
8,387 Visits;
6,935 Unique Visitors;
2.20 Pages/Visit;
00:01:29 Avg. Visit Duration;
The most popular content on the site was:
Homepage
About Us
Media Info
Have your say
Vacancy
Media Alerts

18,477 Pageviews;
65.39% Bounce Rate.

Contact Us
News Highlights

Traffic to the website were generated by:
Search engines (54.85%)
Referring sites (23.97%)

Awards
News

Direct traffic (21.19%)

Visitors to the site were from the following countries:
Ireland (74.945)
UK (7.71%)
USA (5.58%)
Below 1%: Australia, India, Canada, Spain, Brazil, Germany.
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Mental Health Sector Collaboration
Since 2010, Headline has been a
member of See Change- the national
stigma reduction partnership.
See Change is Ireland’s national programme working to positively change social
attitudes and behaviour so that there is a reduction of stigma and discrimination
associated with mental health problems. Headline is a member of both the
Communications and Mental Health Experts Advisory Panels.
Headline is on the advisory group
panel for SpunOut.
SpunOut.ie is an independent, youth-led national charity working to empower young
people to create personal and social change. SpunOut.ie combines an interactive
online community providing health and lifestyle information, signposting to support
services, a youth media space, moderated discussion forums, and a platform for
youth engagement, civic engagement, participation and advocacy.
Headline is on the International
Association of Suicide Prevention
(IASP) International Media Task
Force.
The Task Force has the following goals:
 To improve linkages between suicide experts and media professionals
 To systematically review research about suicide and the media (including
evaluations of media guidelines), to identify gaps in knowledge, to develop a
research agenda to address these gaps, and to encourage relevant research
 To identify, collect and collate media guidelines which have been developed
around the world, and examine and report on their content, development and
implementation
 To work collaboratively with media professionals to develop recommendations
for developing and implementing media guidelines
 To work collaboratively with media professionals to promote media guidelines to
journalists, editors and other stakeholders.
 To provide an international body of experts that can provide authoritative
comment on issues regarding suicide and the mediasurrounding media
guidelines.
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Financial Information
Headline successfully applied to the ESB Electric Aid for the
reproduction of a USB key which contains Headline’s multimedia resources. The
multimedia resource provides guidance and support for media professionals
reporting on mental health and suicide related issues. USB keys will be supplied to
journalists and journalism students.

Financial Statement
The running cost for the Headline project in 2011 totaled €151,728.

Meet the team
Media Project Coordinator

Jane Arigho
Email Jane: jarigho@headline.ie
t. 01 8279022
f. 01 8279020
M 0868525156

Media Project Officer

Sorcha Lowry
Email Sorcha: slowry@headline.ie
t. 01 8279022
f. 01 8279020
M 0867954391

News Researcher

News Researcher programme

Zofia Domaracka
Email Zofia: zdomaracka@headline.ie
t. 01 8279022
f. 01 8279020

Since July 2008, Headline has ran a News Researcher internship programme for media,
journalism and communications students. The News Researcher assists the Headline team
with the analysis and collation of Irish media articles related to mental health and suicide
prevention while gaining valuable work experience and high level professional exposure to
the mental health and suicide prevention voluntary and statutory sectors. Griffith College
Dublin graduate, Grace Fox completed the News Research programme in July 2011. Zofia
Domaracka was selected for the News Researcher position in August 2011. Zofia is an
undergraduate of Journalism at DCU.
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